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A NOTE ON THE COMPLEXIFICATION

OF CONFORMAL GROUP II*

Lee, Ke-Seung

ABSTRACT. In the white noise analysis the one-parameter groups 
play the powerful role. In this report, we will see a subgroup of 
infinite dimensional unitary group U* including guage transform 
and structure of this subgroup under the view point of Lie algebra.

0. Introduction
There have been several ways to the analysis of complex Brownian 

functionals. One of the ways is the use of transform groups as seen in 

real white noise analysis.

In section 1 and section 2 we shall give basic definitions and prop

erties of complex white noise space.

Section 3 will devoted to the study of unitaiy group coming from 

complexification of real conformal group.

In section 4 we will find the structure of the unitary group including 

guage transform.

As mentioned in concluding remarks the author hope that the re

sults obtained in section 4 would successfully be applied to variational 

calculus in multi- dimensional generalized Brownian functionals.

1. Complex White noise
We start with complexification of white noise.Let

(1) E C L\Rd) C E*
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be a Gelfand triple with white noise /丄. We now form a complexifica- 

tion of E,

(2) Ec = E + iE

which is a collection of complex valued functions of the form

C = C +해, 흐1Q 三 E

Obviously Ec is a subspace of complex Hilbert space Ig(Rd) 

and the inner product ( , )c is given by

(3) (Cl,〈2)c = {(Ci,〈2) + 071,72)} + 즈{(771,〈2)— (6,72)}

with (스]$ = 十 it]k, A = 1? 2.

The dual space can be taken as

(4) E： = E* + iE*

where the pairing

(5)

< 之>c= (< :r,〈 > 十 < y,T] >)+ z'(— < a:,e;ta > + < y夫 >),

乞 G E：,(: G Ec.

Hence the pairing <, >c, which links E* and Ec, is linear in 之 and is 

antilinear in (:.

The(7-algebra B on E： is the one generated by cylinder sets which 

make the pairing < 之>c being measurable with respect to 之 for 

any ( e Ec.

Let /丄 1,^2 be the measures of white noise with variance 1/2 given 

on the space E* and iE\ respectively. We introduce the product
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measure 內 x 四 = 沙 on E$. Combining these, we obtain a measure 

space (£처,匕,z/).

DEFINITION 1. The triple (E： J3, v) is called a complex white noise 

space.

Properties on the complex white noise can be found in [Hida 71],[Hida 

80].

2. Infinite dimensional unitary group
Let us introduce the collection U* of all linear transforms g on Ec 

satisfying the following two conditions;

(i) g is homeomorphism of Ec

(ii) ||XI| = IKII，Ce^c(|| || 프(W —norm).

Obviously U* becomes a groups under the usual product

(、9i92)(； = 9i(92〈).

DEFINITION 2. The group Uw is called the infinite dimensional 

unitary group.

For any g 6 L『oc, we can define the canonical adjoint g* of g by the 

canonical bilinear form;

< 2人 >=< 9*“ >, 之 e 乃e ec.

The operator 으* is a linear isomorphism of E*. The collection

(7*, g E Ec, again forms a, group and denoted it by U：心.

Proposition 1. For any g G Uw, it holds that

(6) g* o 以 = K
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COROLLARY. The operator Ug given by

(7) Ug(l〉(z、) = 地* 之)

is a unitary operator acting on (2g) = z/) and the group U층令 =

{Ug : g € Uqo} is isomorphic to Uqq.

The proofs of Proposition 1 and Corollary can be found in Hida[80].

3. Guage transform
We are interested in conformal group related to the guage trans

form. We omit the detail on real conformal group, which can be found 

in [HLL85].

Let 止 be a difFeomorphism on Rd with parameter i E I간 . Then the 

transform gt below is linear homeomorphism on Ec and Zg (2沙)-norm 

preserving:

(8) (伍 C)GO = exp(iA(f,iO)(( 血 (u)X/|하 (t£)|

where h(t,u) is real valued function and |V$(u)| is Jacobian.

We want the collection {gt : t G R} to be a one parameter group.

The one parameter group property

9t9 3 = 9t-\-s

requires the following functional equations;

(9) h(s, u) 十 h(t, 仏(以)) = h(t + 3, u)

(io) 血(u)= jf—Vkgo + z.c)

where K is bijective map on Rd and C is a cLdimensional vector. See 

[HLL85] and [Hida 88].
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THEOREM 2. If {象} satisfies the one parameter group property 

then the infinitesimal generator of {gt} has the form below under the 

suitable condition on h(t,u);

(11) GJ7) + 引幻乃) + 义씌=))A

匕 (JTj

where i =丄/三1, a = C 丄 (흐and V = (읎己 • • • 으).

The Proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the one in [HLL85], hence we 

omit the proof.

DEFINITION 3. The one-parameter group {」『t},

(12) (A00) = exp(it)^u)

is called guage transform.

Even though, guage transform is the simplest one-parameter group, 

it will play special role in our analysis of complex white noise func

tionals.

Clearly, the infinitesimal generator of {It} is il.

Here is the appropriate place for us to introduce the complex con

formal group in E*. In what follows the basic nuclear space E is taken 

to the one defined by

Do(Rd) = {f ： f and 유 are C°° — function on Rd}

where cu denote the inversion

(=$)(?') = f(y—丁Oh니—써 u 仁 우깨*
I 미2

It readily follows that the space D()(Rd) turns out to suitable for 

our purpose.
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DEFINITION 4. The complex conformal group on E： is the collec

tion of the adjoints of the following transforms on Ec where ( G Ec:

(i) shifts {S{\t E R,j = ].,•••，서}

(14) =〈(u _ tej)

where ej is standard unit vector on Rd,

(ii) isomorphic dilation {Dt\t G R}

(15) 응,

(iii) rotation {히 | A 구 j‘, J = 1, … , d, 유 G 7?}

(16) (成()(u) =

where is Euler angle in the k — j plane,

(iv) special conformal transform {K}\t g R j = 1, •••，아

(17) 2

(A7〈)(u) = ((W/W(u) =〈(브쁴券“)11 — 2 物 + 이이21 으 

丄 리/IL 우 十 v I tZ I

REMARK. The complex conformal group generated by the above 

four transforms (i),(ii),(iii),(iv) is isomorphic to real conformal group. 

SeefHLL 85].

4. Structures of unitary subgroup of U츠
In this section, we discuss the structure of complex conformal group 

in section 3 related to guage trandforms.

If /z(i, tz) has the form

(18) h(t,u) = /(VW)) — f(u)
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where f is any real valued function, then /i(f, u) satisfy the equa- 

tion(9). If we assume that the function h in (8) has the form in (18) 

and the function f in (18) is continuously differentiable, then we get 

the explicit infinitesimal generators in Theorem 2 for complex confor

mal group on E： as follow:

(i') for shifts 

(13')

(ii') for isomorphic diliation

Sj = —으— i 

a이'j

(14')
_ _ 5 d .… dho、T
D=애헤+司+으ujW’

R) for rotation I간이

(15')

(16')

RM=Uk/__U]/_ + l(Uj^_u^

C/U j C/U t)u 人 C)ll j

for special conformal transform SC『

SC’ = 2uj(u, V) — I이2주厂 十 diij + 우(헤(一I띠2 + 2tg)I,

where i 三\ and j, k = 1, … , 己, j 구 k.

We now come to our main theorem.

THEOREM 3. If we take the function hj being h(u) = m H----

in the above formulas (?), (ii1), (iii1), (九'), then the algebra generated 

by

{江, 夕, D, Rk『, SC^\k 羊 j, k,j = 1, •, cl}
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forms a (서엉고) 十 ^-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra.

PROOF. For simplicity we will fix d = 2. The commutation rela

tions listed below can be easily computed. Set Z)' = Z) — Z, where I 

is identity operator. Then we have

[S1, S2] = 0, [S1, D1] = S\ [S\D,] = S2

[S\B] = S2, [S2,K] = -S1

[S\ SC1] = —2D1 — 2Z, [S\SC2] = 2R

[S2, SC1] = —27?, [S2, SC2] = 2D' + 21

[D\R] = 0, [Di, SC1] = SC1, [D\SC2] = SC2

[R, SC1] = -SC\ [R, SC2] = SC\ [SC1, SC2] = 0

This relations complete the proof.

Concluding Remarks

Before closing this article remarks are now in order. (1) It is 

clear that il plays special role in the analysis of complex white noise 

functionals. (2) It will be interesting to find the connection between 

the complex conformal group and variational calculus in generalized 

Brownian functionals.
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